
 

 

Scribe Notes Run #1707- Kamala Viewpoint, 20 October 2018 

 

Hoo Boy- where to start. With Fungus on Double Secret Probation (despite having more Hares than all the rest 

combined) and not allowed to take part in the decision process what could possibly go wrong? Quite a lot basically. 

Within 5 minutes runners and walkers found themselves abseiling down a slippery slidey muddy wet hill into a ravine 

and up again at the other side. Lesser Dipshit was spotted at one point navigating the run backwards – something he is 

proving consistent at recently. Around the houses (and Mosques) and up and down hills saw us back at the base of the 

ravine again to regain altitude and finally get back to the Viewpoint. Or so we thought. Stragglers continued to pour in 

for the rest of the circle,  including 

the final arrivals at 2030 (more on that later). The lesson to be learned is that although someone may be on Double 

Secret Probation (that was not really warranted anyway) as an experienced Hare they should have input. 



On finally returning to the laager it was nice to see that Anytime had celebrated his Birthday Hare by organizing 

t-shirts (although some ungrateful people did bitch about it) as we were in need of a clean refreshing change of clothes. 

Many thanks Anytime for your generosity and HBYC on reaching 55. 

The GM was distracted by a live sex show provided by the Estonian Virgins and as a result we had a late start to 

the circle. Finally the Hares (Anytime,  Long Time, Fungus, Rampant Rabbit 

and Hardon) were admitted to the circle for a frosty beverage or three. Fungus had lost his Turd of Office- it turned out 

Not Long Enough had it but where was his? Hardon very nearly didn’t get a Hare Beer as he very nearly didn’t turn up to 

lay paper. 

As the run sponsor Anytime was given time to vent- he seized on Hangover who on arriving early at the laager 

went out paper hunting for his front running mates. Having located the paper and despite Anytime’s instructions to the 

contrary he then proceeded to lead the pack out on the IN TRAIL so was quite rightly iced.  

The Run Vote was held early again- despite WTFIA’s best efforts and people scattered all over the hills Good Run 

was given. 

A couple of Run Offences were then allowed, with Jungle Balls busted for using a counterfeit ticket (blue trail 

paper) to gain a t-shirt. We they had a re-cap of last week’s excellent scribe report with the GM explaining who Steptoe 

and Son were- ably assisted by lookalikes Fungus and SADG, then an explanation of Eddie Waring (goggle is your friend). 

The GM then had a private conversation in the circle with the Visiting Hashers and 5 Virgins were swiftly dealt 

with.  

On to Numbered Runs next with  Lizard Eating Cunt receiving 25 laagers 

and No Hope finally taking a break from Haring to notch up his 500th run (that’s one Hare for every 4.424 runs if anyone 

other than the GM likes playing with numbers). 



No Hope’s ‘reward’ for 500 runs was the Steward Spot, so he tried to get back to tradition by getting the Hares 

in as they have been getting neglected on recent runs. Anytime and Longtime were queried as to why they had gone 

from the sublime to the ridiculous in their choice of Haring partners, Always Wet was in next for being minty fresh and 

then The Blue Harlot who finally got the prezzie he asked for last time the steward did a spot and found his notes had 

been sabotaged. TBH’s grooming preferences and pet hates were then dealt with. La Lasagna provided a bit of eye candy 

in thee circle whilst demonstrating how   she likes her Subways then Once 

Weekly for misbehaving in the jewelers.  

The secret of the Front Runner’s 

WhatsApp group (where they discuss tactics, 

‘winning’ ,hair, makeup, etc) has leaked out so as a 

punishment Master Baker demonstrated he had 

a Hard On that was Not Long Enough so he 

reached for his Rampant Rabbit only to find the 

Topoff. He had to settle for a Repressed One only 

to find Fungus.  

 

 

 

Tootsie was then iced for having the temerity to talk during a 

Steward Spot.                                         

Clitmas Pussy came in to represent the Ladies of the Hash as they have a word they really do not like. It turns 

out there’s a country that doesn’t like the song as well but it’s far too rude to publish her- you’ll have to follow the link. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwBR0qwHZBA.  The one time we needed loads of Canadians in the circle there 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwBR0qwHZBA


were only 2 present so SADG and his passport of many colours came in to ably assist with the chorus. The GM likes a 

sing-song but be careful what you wish for! 

Back to run offences but everyone was pissing in my ear about the 7 lost walkers by this point so I missed the 

rest of the circle, which closed fairly quickly anyway. Most people buggered off at this point but some of us stayed 

behind to try and work out what to do with those missing in action. Singha and Soi Dog were the first back, having ended 

up in Kalim and getting a taxi back. Nutty Professor Fungi and Sing Bark were next, with Wet, Wet, Wet and Eins Zvei Dry 

     

Before                After 

finally getting back with Fungus at 2030 having nearly been molested by an elephant in heat. Well done to those who 

stayed to the bitter end to ensure the safe return of the stragglers.  

 


